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Abstract
Solitary rectal ulcer syndrome (SRUS) is an uncommon disorder of defecation. Its management is
usually unsatisfactory and responds best to surgery especially when there is rectal prolapse. There
is a new report of the use of Argon plasma coagulation (APC) to enhance healing of these ulcers &
control its bleeding in a study involving 16 patients. We involved a larger number of 18 patients in
this case series to examine the role of APC in enhancing healing of SRUS & control its bleeding.
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1. Introduction
Solitary rectal ulcer syndrome (SRUS) is an uncommon disorder of defecation. Its management is usually unsatisfactory with conventional non-endoscopic methods and frequently surgery is required specially if rectal prolapse is documented by defecating proctography [1]. Endoscopic Argon plasma coagulation (APC) has been found
in case reports, the largest from India, including 12 patients, to control bleeding and enhance ulcer healing [2].
Conventional treatment includes improving bowel habits, use of local agents, dietary fiber and biofeedback.
Treatment modalities include sucralfate enema, salicylate enema, corticosteroid enema, and injection of corticosteroid around and within the ulcers [3]-[5]. Sucralfate enemas and human fibrin sealant have been effective in
small studies. A therapeutic role for botulinum toxin injection in the external anal sphincter for treatment of SRUS
associated with constipation and paradoxical contraction of pelvic floor, external anal sphincter muscles in children may exist [6].
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Objectives: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of APC in controlling bleeding and enhance healing of 16 patients with SRUS.

2. Case Report
Designs: A randomized trial with historical control for the management of 18 consecutive patients with SRUS in
addition to the usual recommended treatment.
Setting: The colonoscopy unit of Kurditan center for gastroenterology and hepatology-Asulaimaneyah-Iraqi
Kurdistan-Iraq.
Main Outcome Measurements: Control of bleeding & endoscopic healing of SRUS.
Methods: 18 patients with their ages ranging between 18 & 52 years, with female/male ratio of 14/4, had
SRUS discovered during colonoscopy in patients presenting to the colonoscopy unit of Kurdistan center for gastroenterology & hepatology, Asulaimaneyah-Iraqi Kurdistan-Iraq, during 2 years period of 2008-2009. The diagnoses were based on clinical, colonoscopic & histologic findings. Five sessions of APC were applied to the
ulcers in each patient every 2 weeks & ulcers were observed for signs of healing & bleeding control during subsequent colonoscopies.

3. Results
The ages of the patients were between 15 - 25 years with female/male ratio of 3/1. APC controlled bleeding in
all 16 patients & resulted in improvement of healing in all of the patients with average 50% reduction in the ulcers sizes in 10 patients who had large ulcers more than 3 cm in diameter & complete healing in 6 patients who
had small ulcers less than 1 cm in diameter as shown in Table 1. No adverse complications were noted during
the APC sessions. These results are comparable with the healing rates achieved with APC in the Indian study &
higher than the healing rates achieved using the conventional non-endoscopic management plans.

4. Discussion
The study was done after taking the informed consent of all patients after they had enough information about the
diseases & the treatment options available. Table 1 shows the effects of APC on healing the ulcers & controlling
their bleeding compared with historical controls mentioned in the Indian study (2). Complete healing was achieved in small ulcers less than 1 cm in diameter but partial healing was achieved in ulcers more than 3 cm in diameter (Images 1-6). The only previous study done using APC for treatment of SRUS (2) showed complete healing in 8 patients out of 12 while in this study complete healing occurred in 6 out of 16 specially in patients

Image 1. SRUS case 1, before APC sessions.
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Table 1. Effect of APC in this study compared with treatment effects in historical controls.
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Outcome measures

Effects of APC in this study

Effects of APC in Reference 2

Effect of conventional treatments
in Reference 2

Bleeding control

16 of 16 (100%)

12 of 12 (100%)

5 of 12 (41.6%)

Partial healing

10 of 16 (62.5%)

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Complete healing

6 of 16 (37.5%)

8 of 12 (66.6%)

2 of 12 (16.6%)

Image 2. SRUS case 1, after APC sessions.

Image 3. SRUS case 2, before APC sessions.

with ulcers of small diameter less than 1 cm, while partial healing occurred in 10 out of 16 specially in ulcers
more than 3 cm in diameter. Control of bleeding was successful in all patients with 16 patients out of the 16
bleeding patients from the ulcers. This result is comparable to the study mentioned above (2). The effects were
compared with the effects of conventional non-endoscopic treatment used in managing SRUS patients in the li-
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Image 4. SRUS case 2, after APC sessions.

Image 5. SRUS case 3, before APC sessions.

Image 6. SRUS case 3, after APC sessions.
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terature. Two patients had dropped out to follow up so was excluded from the study.

5. Limitations of the Study
1) Absence of biofeedback treatment in our center.
2) Defecating barium or MRI proctography was not done for the patients to detect subclinical rectal prolapse,
also being not available in our center.

6. Conclusion
The largest number of patients with SRUS who underwent APC therapy reported to date. APC sessions resulted
in control of bleeding in all SRUS cases; enhanced healing of most patients and completed healing in 8/16 patients. These results are comparable with the healing rates achieved with APC in the Indian study and higher
than the healing rates achieved using the conventional non-endoscopic management plans. APC can be an important adjuvant therapy to the conventional non-endoscopic management plans described for this condition.
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